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leafless until one notices the little scales pressed tight against the stems.
In some o£ the greatest deserts where sand dunes rise to heights of several
hundred feet the s^ce^etww^J^-djLWWiiwjgou^4 ,PP! J>y..Jt!i£, wind
to such a depth that the water table is almost reached. Here one some-
timcrfinds"be'ds'bf"reed's 'dr patches o£ tht^K^^^JS^]£^kd tamarisk.
As the dunes"slowly advance they may kill such plants, but sometimes,
if the dunes are small, the plants may shoot up fast enough to keep
their heads above the sand. Occasionally, after the dunes have gone on
and again left them uncovered, one finds reeds and bushes curiously
elongated as ,if on stilts.
In deserts where the ground consists of gravel the vegetation is even
less abundant than in sandy deserts for there are few favored low spots,
ahd everf when rain comes, the plants have hard work to grow. In many
deserts where gravel prevails the finer materials have been swept away by
the wind, leaving a surface composed almost wholly^ of -.pebbles.. As the
sand is swept across these by the wind it smooths andjpoliskes the upper
side. In due time the desert heat turns r£BFgurtacc of most rocks black.
Hence many deserts contain tracts of_"desed" p?™***"*"," that is, a
mosaic of smoothed pebbles coated with dark jdcsert varnish." In some
of tKJTvaito	Asia the gravePat the foot of
the mountains forms desert pavements like huge beaches 10,20, or even 40
miles wide. In many places where there is ho pavement, the upper sur-
face of the desert soil is cemented into a solid, slightly salty, calcareous
whitish cake. This is because the rainwater does not escape from such
regions by flowing ayvayjSnetgi^iottnd, but by evaporation. After the
infrequent rains the water may penetrate the soil to a depth of 2 or 3 feet,
but later, as the soil becomes dry, the water rises again to the surface
by means of what is called osmosis. Meanwhile, however, it has dis-
solved some lime and other salts, and these it leaves in the upper part
of the soil to form "hardpan" or caliche, as the calcareous layer is called.
Sometimes, when the hardpan dries after having been soaked by one of
the occasional rains, it splits into irregular polygons 5 to 12 feet in diameter,
between which are cracks several inches deep. In these the wind deposits
sand, and then tiny plants take root. Thus the polygons are sometimes
outlined in green, like little gardens where the plants occupy the paths
, instead of the beds. In deserts where gravel is mixed with soil anjiflnsual
^rain may sometimes cause the desert to blossom as the rose. One would
have to travel far to find any scene more beautiful than the Mohave
Desert of California, or than inner Australia, at such a time. The ground
is carpeted for miles 'with the loveliest flowers, white, yellow, orange, and
blue. People who are not familiar with deserts often think that such a
region is actually fertile enough for crops.

